Version 6.0 Bilingual Spanish Educational Titles *
(31 English & 31 Spanish Titles)

“Explore the World in Spanish” Educational Content
JumpStart Spanish

La Casa de las Matematicas de Millie

Games and activities expose children to Spanish vocabulary, phrases, culture and
music. Children learn basic vocabulary, while having fun.

Explore numbers, shapes, patterns, addition and subtraction. Children practice math
skills: building a mouse house, counting jellybeans & putting shoes on creatures.

La Maquina del Tiempo del Pequeño Aventurero
Travel through 8 exciting past locations: Medieval Europe, Inca Empire,
Imperial China, Age of Industry, Roman Empire, Ancient Greece, Ancient
Egypt or 1920s City; rescue Professor TimeStein.

La Casa de Ciencia de Sammy
Sammy introduces early science & thinking skills, with five fun-filled activities:
puzzle parts; classify animals; sequence movies; adjust weather conditions; and
observe wild life.

Mi Increible Cuerpo Humano

El Pequeño Aventurero de la Ciencia

This entertaining and educational introduction to the human body is perfect.
Four fun activities led by a humorous skeleton, teach about skeletons,
organs, body systems, & how each works.

This program attempts to answer kids' science questions with text, pictures,
animations and, unfortunately, very few activities. The goal is for children to try to
become Science Explorers.

La Clase de Dibujo

Krazy ArtRoom

The Art Lesson is the combination of a story about Tommy learning to become
an artist told in English and Spanish coupled with 14 Art Activities.

A rare, magical program; easy-to-use art & creativity center captures the power of
interactive media. Like having an art studio with standard paint & draw tools.

Ya Sé Leer

Thinking Things 2 Spanish

This program brings back White Bear and Little Penguin as reading coaches to
teach reading comprehension, grammar and sentence construction. Exercises
show students how to read.

Children create rhythmic compositions, explore two-dimensional and threedimensional shapes, experiment, and create. Five activities stimulate young minds &
include options for special needs children.

La Liebre y la Tortuga

Living Books: Little Monster at School

These retellings of The Hare and the Tortoise, both the English and Spanish
renditions, are fluent and literary in quality. Even the illustrations have a
timeless air that complements the texts seamlessly.

You can have the story read to you or play with the story in English or Spanish.
Choose to in the story. Little Monster learns ABC's, counting, science, social
studies, and grows a plant.

La Abuelita y Yo

Kidspiration Spanish

Just Grandma and Me is one of the Living Books and an interactive re-telling
of the children's story. It is beautifully animated with read along and click to
discover modes to help children learn to read.

Helps students see, organize, and develop their ideas. Using proven visual learning
principles, students build confidence in organizing information, understanding
concepts and expressing their thoughts.

Juega con las Matematicas

Microsoft Calculator Español

Students learn math skills through a time travel adventure and solve math
problems: fractions, geometry and measurements.

Children learn to use Calculator to perform standard operations normally
performed on a handheld calculator.

Microsoft WordPad Español

El Gran Atlas del Pequeño Aventurero

Microsoft WordPad is robust word processor with many of the functions and
features of MS Word. Easier to use than Word, it provides children with an
introduction to an industry standard.

Children learn about geography maps, countries and their inhabitants, cities,
famous monuments, plants and animals from all over the world on an atlas
designed just for them.

Read, Write, and Type!

Encarta Dictionary

Children write what they say using animated stories to building skills in
phonics, reading, writing, and keyboarding. It includes 57 sound games with
more than 200 words.

The Encarta Dictionary is an outstanding English Dictionary that also includes
language translation for Spanish, French, Italian, and German, making the ELS
an outstanding ESL Tool.

Sesame Street: Let's Make A Word

Microsoft Paint Español

Children can choose from six Muppet playmates (Elmo, Big Bird, Oscar, …)
and four discovery sites (farm, construction, restaurant, park). 24 activities
introduce letters, sounds, words and spelling.

Microsoft Paint provides students with basic draw & paint software that is
universally available. Many sophisticated graphic packages use the same principals
as MS Paint.

Flash Action Software Addition/Subtraction Bilingual
This Flash Action is a math skills program with toggle back and forth
between English and Spanish. Kids can practice addition and subtraction
facts, alone, against a friend, timed or un-timed.

Encarta kids
Encarta kids features 500 articles especially for children. With clear icons; a
simplified interface, & topics kids like to search on: animals, science, games,
& everyday life.

Kid Pix Deluxe

La Sala De Clase (Educorock)
"La Sala De Clase" is a rap song that reviews key classroom vocabulary in a
funky way. Some of the phrases used include “Stand up,” “Look for a ruler,”
“Point to a boy,” “Do you like to sing or dance?”

This creative playground supports a variety of virtual media — including
traditional art tools, 3 D shapes, art music, animation and picture editing. Make
slide shows and movies.

Enciclopedia Compacta Britannica
The world’s most authentic and reliable reference guide. The Enciclopedia
Compacta Britannica is one of the most comprehensive Spanish-language
resources for information on the people, places, and events.

En La Granja (Educorock)
"En La Granja" is a farm rap song that reinforces both animal vocabulary
(names of animals and their sounds) and related action verbs. An instrumental
version of rhythmic beats and record scratching is also included.
El Cuerpo (Educorock)
"El Cuerpo" will have students hitting the dance floor and touching their ears,
feet, eyes, nose, mouth and other body parts. Estevan sings that it’s the body
“like you’ve never heard it before.”

Britannica Compacta Dictionary (Merriam-Webster)
The Merriam-Webster Dictionary is the authoratative Student Dictionary and
Thesaurus. It supports multiple language translations.

Los Colores (Educorock)
"Los Colores" uses a familiar tune as the refrain to a hip-hop song that leads
students through the ten basic colors.
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“Explore the World in English” Educational Content
Millie’s Math House

Reader Rabbit Toddler
Toddlers learn by observing and exploring the world around them. Reader
Rabbit Toddler is a wonderful way for children to discover numbers, letters,
shapes, sounds and songs.

Explore numbers, shapes, patterns, addition and subtraction. Children practice
math skills: building a mouse house, counting jellybeans & putting shoes on
creatures.

Thinking Things: Toony The Loon’s Lagoon

Sammy’s Science House

Teaches: logic, creativity, and patterns. Six activities designed to build logical
thinking abilities: compare & contrast, hypothesize & test, create & discern
patterns, analyze and predict outcomes.

Sammy introduces early science and thinking skills, with five fun-filled
activities: puzzle parts; classify animals; sequence movies; adjust weather
conditions; and observe wild life.

PEEP Floats

Kidspiration
Helps students see, organize, and develop their ideas. Using proven visual
learning principles, students build confidence in organizing information,
understanding concepts and expressing their thoughts.

The animated series PEEP and the Big Wide World gives wings to innovative
idea of teaching science. Peep introduces: smells, currents, measuring, boats,
exploring & more.

World Explorer

Stellaluna

Kids embark on a world tour to find Joe; explore 40 scrolling map scenes,
600 information screens, 16 videos, 19 journeys & 5 games. Interesting
introduction to maps, atlases, & geography.

Teaches early reading. This beautifully illustrated story by Janelle Cannon, tells
the enchanting tale of a young fruit bat. Kids are introduced to differences
between birds, bats, and other creatures.

Green Eggs and Ham

Microsoft Paint

Teaches: reading, rhyming, consonants, matching colors. Contains: 18
beautifully illustrated pages with carefully designed animations from the
classic Dr Seuss book.

Microsoft Paint provides students with basic draw & paint software that is
universally available. Many sophisticated graphic packages use the same
principals as MS Paint.

My Amazing Human Body

Jump Start Advanced Kindergarten

This entertaining and educational introduction to the human body is perfect.
Four fun activities led by a humorous skeleton, teach about skeletons, organs,
body systems, & how each works.

Children find six early reading, math, music, and art activities: letters sounded out
and assembled, objects added and subtracted a flower garden for sequencing,
drawing and music activities.

Krazy ArtRoom

Encarta Dictionary

A rare, magical program; easy-to-use art & creativity center captures the power
of interactive media. It’s like having an art studio with standard paint & draw
tools.

The Encarta Dictionary is an outstanding English Dictionary that also
includes language translation for Spanish, French, Italian, and German,
making the ELS an outstanding ESL Tool.

Encarta kids

My First Amazing History

Encarta kids features 500 articles especially for children. With clear icons,
a simplified interface, and topics kids like to search on: animals, science,
games, and everyday life.

Children travel back in time to visit eight countries and are engaged for hours
locating historical artifacts. Their mission is to rescue a missing professor, lost
somewhere in history.

Microsoft WordPad

Microsoft Calculator

Microsoft WordPad is robust word processor with many of the functions and
features of MS Word but easier to use.

Children learn to use Calculator to perform standard operations normally
performed on a handheld calculator.

SpongeBob SquarePants Typing

Reader Rabbit Learn to Read with Phonics

SpongeBob SquarePants® is an unbeatable tutorial, with multiple levels, two
modes of play, & several irresistible learning pals.

Children recognize and sound out words, build vocabulary, improve memory and
concentration, and develop a love for reading.

Living Books: Little Monster at School

MusiCan 1
This is a fun active listening program in an exciting World of Sounds. Sing
along with Mel; play with his friends; visit his farm; see the waterfall; go to the
sports day; tidy the kitchen; and much more.

You can have the story read to you or you can play within the story, both either
in English or in Spanish. Either way, Little Monster learns ABC's, counting,
science, social studies, and grows a plant.

Sesame Street: Let's Make A Word

Flash Action Software Addition/Subtraction Bilingual

Children choose from six Muppet playmates (Elmo, Big Bird, Oscar, and
others) and four discovery sites (farm, construction, park, & restaurant),
introducing letters, sounds, words and spelling.

This math skills program comes with the ability to toggle back and forth
between English and Spanish. Kids can practice addition and subtraction facts,
alone, against a friend, timed or un-timed.

Kid Pix Deluxe

Just Grandma and Me

This creative playground supports a variety of virtual media — including
traditional art tools, 3 D shapes, art music, animation and picture editing.
Make slide shows and movies.

Just Grandma and Me (one of the “Living Books”) remains one of the best
electronic storybooks. Spending a day at the beach, they ride the bus, eat hot
dogs, go snorkeling and look for seashells.

Merriam Webster Dictionary

MusiCan 2-3

Merriam-Webster is the authoratative Student Dictionary and Thesaurus. It
supports multiple language translations.

MusiCan 2 & 3 uses animation, visual cues, audio tracks, repetition, song, and
role-play to introduce pitch, beat, dynamics, timbre, rhythm and timing.

Britannica Student Encyclopedia

MusiCan 4-5

The Student Encyclopedia uses learning games and interactive study guides
that make learning fun. It includes useful homework resources, video subject
browsing, and how-to documents on topics such as writing a book review.

Investigate music styles, instruments, melodies, notation, and structures. Compose
your very own soundtrack. Develop listening, appraising, composing and
performing skills.

Britannica Elementary Encyclopedia
The Elementary Encyclopedia takes students on a fun and exciting journey with
world atlas, historical timelines, thousands of photographs, videos, audio clips,
and virtual tours.
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